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the field  of pafsonaXfty is  «o» tftthe most pep&sr, challenging* 
Important* and confused In ptm $titofr4ap ppshological studies *
D u rin g  psye 'hM ogy’ a  in fa n c y ,  th e  s tu d y  o f  pmmMitgr was neg lected, 
by the psychologists and le f t  to the ui»mt&a$l&d clin ical methods of 
the psychiatrists and psyobesmlysts* finally* study In this fie ld  Me 
Men mderlakaa by psychologists possessing scientific method, hut toe 
often lacking the orientation to arsons as mmh# which characterise* 
the clinioaHy trained psychiatrists* I t should* therefore, he no 
surprise to find chaotic conditions ruling the study of the psychology 
of personality*
the attempts to reduce this chaos to order which marked the 
origin and development of the theories o f personality octant at this 
lima could hardly he considered germane to this study! treatments of 
the subject which were w e s t  during the- darelapses^ of the tests used 
in this study can be found in the peyehologioal writings of 4H porb^, 
Bwmn^$ and Shaffer^20  ^*
Some- fsychoioglsts show a preference for considering the person­
a lity  ee a whole, thinking of i t  as -a global m il* i&mplm in nature but 
una'imlyiablSi which viewpoint Is often arrived at In the Gestaitist^s 
protest against the unduly atomistic approach of mm M m toiote#  to 
the scientifically  oriented mind this viewpoint may appear statical,, 
mgm, m3 of l i t t le  value In practice*.
i%rso»aXlty h&& also been defined in tense of the reactions
aroused In others, as social eMm&m value* this approach la rather
Halted la ite  eagdrfntssi, m  i t  leaves the individual fs personality'
In ether persona whoa© reactions are not eemplabely miferm* * 4 third,
and widely used definition, treats personality ■ as a pattern of traits
or ways of reacting to external stimuli* Personality than becomes
both isialyaabi# m& m itaryf the oporatlonaliam of th is approach
appeals to the scien tific mind* In terms of this definition, the
organised© or global olowpoint makes, a definite contribution, for one
can regard the Individual .as a worn, or less organised and Integrated
unit* and the process of emotional deveXopssnt as one In which an
attempt Is made to mgrnXm a variety of reaction patterns or modes
of behavior into an integrated, smoothly working whole# fhe person. 'in
whom a degree of integration eipfopriste- to the social demands has
taken place may be considered to he an emotionally adjusted person,:
while, mm In whom integration is  in sn ffic i^ t to meet the demands made
upon Mm ty society, or In whm the integration has partly broken down
because of demands with which M mm unable to cop©, is  an emotionally
maladjusted or disturbed person#
Allport defines personality ass ^
n?he dynamic crganlmtion within the individual 
of those psychophysical systems that determine 
Ms miqm  adjustments to Ms mv&rmmnt*n
frm  th is, we see that certain essential# are present# F irst,
d^ynamic ergat&ssilcti** this l i l i e s  activity rather than passivity
In. the Constantly evolving and changing according to
the sitw tion sl ti^^xlsmsnts# Hi# process of disorganisation %b siso
lu lle d  here, especially In those personalities which we refer to m
%tormsl**
’'Psychophysical systems* *► the tern system refers to traits 
■or groups of traits In a latent or an active condition* Psycho* 
physiol servos as a remindor that personally comprises both mental 
and:neural,activities*
wMjuatenta to his emXromm^ ** again, th is indicates an active 
preeess-* Personality is  - a mode of survival* Adjustment % a act sorely 
passive adaptation, hat alec 'includes spontaneous, creative activity 
direo-ted te » r d  the environment*
Hte basic characteristics of personality appear to tie determined 
early in the lif e  of the individual and to persist in a relatively 
stable tern throughout that individuals existence* the mode of 
expression may change from time to time, hut ttm nnderijring character* 
laties remain the same. Hie persistence or stab ility  of traits is  
well illustrated in the article Personality isdgg Social Catastrophe 
by Allport, Bruner, and Jandorf which mmmrlmB an analysis of ninety 
.life histories of persons who experienced various degrees of persecu­
tion and suffering in Germany after the t e i  rise to power in 1933* 
fh© authors state as -one of their em ery exclusions* ^
♦’Even catastrophic social, change does not succeed 
in effecting radical transfoimati-ons in person­
ality* .Before and after disaster, iiuSiuddual# are 
to a large extent the earns*. In spite of intensifi* 
cation of political attitudes (toward extreme 
opposition) and In spite of growing awareness and 
criticism of standards of judgment and evaluation, 
the basic structure of personality persists * and, 
with I t , established goal striving, fundamental *' 
philosophy of l i f e ,  sk ills , and expressive behavior, 
ifoen there was change i t  did not seem to violate 
the t e l e  integrations of the personality, but 
rather to-select and reinforce traits already 
pm m n  b.#
{2,!9f)
Hobaek define© personality as follows*
^Personality is  the integrated organisation of 
a ll the cognitive, effective, eon&tiv% and 
Physical characteristics of 'an individual as 
It manifests its e lf  In focal distinctness and 
carrying a special meaning to others ^
Again m  see the stressing of the factors of integration and
organisation* It is  the organisation and the m igration of the
various factors which w ill determine the effect m  others, and I t  is
thin- effect on others which enables m  to characterise the significance
of a personality*
toy attempt at assessment or measurement of personality must,
therefore, taka into consideration the social aspect or manifestation
of the various- components or traits, for i t  is  by the effect on other®
that m  actually assess a personality* Some of these exponents are
of great importance, an# others appear to have relatively l it t le  effect#
for example, abstract intelligence seems to have l it t le  significance,
but Insight, which is  the type of intelligence which can perceive
.relations between -oneself and others in a proper perspective, is  of
greatest significance# In every one of the departments fern which
personality draws its  Ingredients, i t  is  that item which affects others
that counts most heavily*
■ {feaamffieat of personality is  primarily concerned with the
evaluation or assessment of those tra its  which appear to carry the
greatest weight In making up the total or whole personality# t?e turn
again to Boback for the definition of a traiti.
nA distinctive node- of behavior, of a mm  or less 
permanent nature, arising from the individual1© 
native endowments as modified tgr Ms experience*^
the measurement of persxallty has evolved into various method
of measuring'm  evaluating these modes of behavior which we call traits*
is  m laotbod of evaluating traits the questionnaire bm bec&ae an: 
accepted instrument* lihethor i t  la frankly a eerie® of questions 
about attitudes end behavior as ex^plified by the Ben^rautar Person 
allty  Inventory# or whether i t  is  *aad® up of e aerie® of statement® 
of behavior or feeling- as 1® mod in the I Minnesota !M.tiphssic 
Personality inventory# the instranerit remains fundamentally a 
questionnaire^ Such instru&enta# of course, are reliable and valid 
only to the extent that the criteria t^en^Mch they are based can be 
relied upon. Several mtteods of construction have been used in the 
past# but those instruments which have gained the greatest recognition 
appear to b© those uhich have been established ty the use of extorxal 
criterion groups*.
sm m a sn t o f m  ? m m m
fa t o  course of the work to© by the Bureau of Mult testing 
t o  Counseling at- the ffnimmity of Omaha, i t  ms noticed that there 
seemed to bo a ttoeney t o  certain patterns to nfam up coimtrrently 
on several different personality inventories. For ©snmpl*, cases which 
t o  high scores on certain areas of the Johnson Temperoizmt Analysis 
would also shim significantly high scones on one or mere scales of the 
Minnesota flultiphaaic Personality Inventory* 4s a result of these 
observations i t  ms fe lt  that the two teats might have several areas 
of overlap,* therefore* this investigation ms undertaken to determine 
i f  there was any relationship between the traits evaluated by the %m 
tests* t o  i f  so, to what degree such a relationship tooted*
the problem as finally set up was to correlate each trait defined 
by the Johnson temperament analysis with each trait defined by the 
Minnesota' Muliiphasla Personality Inventory* 4 search of the literature 
showed that, while several similar investigations had been to e , to r t  
had not been s comparison made between these particular tests at t o  
time this problem mo undertaken*
the number of studies t o t  have to n  don© with t o  Minnesota 
Mt&tlphasle Personality Inventory has tended to establish to e  
totrument as a reliable clin ical t o t ,  t o  the author fe lt  t o t  to®  
study to ld  be of m o  in determining t o t o f  t o  Johnson 
Analysis was capable of being used in clin ical situations in t o  mm  
manner as t o  !# # !♦
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M m m m
Fm investigations of til© relabiensMpa between the vsrioas ■ 
p&tmmtlbf teste have been lone up to this time* iM la a great 
deal of work km been dene with personality inventories, and especially 
with the Minnesota Mnltiphaste Personality Inventory, few people have 
uttdnptafeen to make ©©spirtsosas between the various inventories*
■ investigated the m vm lablom  between the {H&lford*
Martin Inventory of Factors SID£*R and the Minnesota tiultiphasie 
Personality Inventory at the college level In 190* Her findings 
were that there mo  l i t t le  or no correlation between the two inven­
tories* In  fact, the various scales of the SfDGR correlated among 
themselves to a mutch higher degree than with any scale o f the MMPI, 
v/esley^2  ^ conducted a similar investigation using the Guilford- 
Martin Personality Inventory I In 'the same year* the results of this 
study were very ■ similar- to those of loth, and tbs conclusion was that 
neither of the Gnilford-Martin Inventories had any definite' relation­
ship to the !€?!*
- 7 -
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4 *  th e
Both the Johnson Tmp&rmmb ta&yaia and the- Mtmmbn Multiphsslc 
Poreonslity Inventory m m  established by mmm of the method of external 
criterion groups* Shut la , the power of each item to differentiate, between 
groups that have been empirically chosen is  checked* those items which 
demonstrate diQcriainating ptsmr reaching a given (statistical) level, 
may then he incorporated into the final scale*
f  fee principal advantage of the method of external criterion groups 
is  found in the accruement of meaning to the scale*. Upon examimtioa by 
this method, even those items which appear to have no logical relation- 
ship© with the tra it in question may he shown to discriminate well' fee* 
tween the criterion groups* the collecting of items found to differ­
entiate between the several criterion groups whose characteristics are 
known, yields a scale which derives it s  meaning from the chief character­
is tic  of each group so differentiated* 4s a means of solving practical 
problems this .method has gained wide acceptance in many fields of 
psychological measurement* fhe principal handleqp of the method in  
the field  of personality mmwmmnt lie s  In tie  labor and difficulty  
involved in finding satisfactory criterion groups*
fhe fir s t  extensive use of externa! criterion, .groups as a, means 
of scale validation was that of Blast* Ihen other variables of possible 
Influence on intelligence# such as age# mm  empirically controlled# i t  
was found -that the omnibus test which he. developed was capable of 
distinguishing differences in intelligence existing among children with
a legate of accuracy* the method waa also auoceasfiadtly applied to 
the -teay trade test program developed during Horld Mar I. Strong^21) * in 
developiag hie ?aeational Interest Blanks* made extensive ess of external 
eritorieti groups in his validation research*
the m jorlty of the id eo lo g ica l maastwing derices which tote been 
validated hr this method tore been found to he capable of doing the thing 
for which they were dealgood* fto  Minnesota IfefUlphasie Persomllby 
Inventory toe gained t&de acceptance primarily because It toe demototrated 
it s  u tility  in performing the task for which i t  me designed*
fto  IW%* has toon t#e3! described in the literature* I t differs txm  
previous personality inventories In deliberately attempting to include as 
many items as possible which « il l  give clin ically  pertinent information 
^without regard to the particular phase of personality upon which tto item 
may bear*1^ ^ *  For the selection of the items* a large number of items 
were gathered from a variety of sources* psychiatric examination forms| 
textbooks of psychiatry* neurology* and medicine; previous personality 
ota social attitude schedules} and clin ical experience*6*. The questions 
are not formulated as interrogative sentences| the majority consist of 
positive sentences in the fir st person singular* the remainder consist 
of negative statements* fto  statements sib printed on separate- cards 
*Meh the subject places in *ihictover of the three categories to feels 
most adequately describes his totovior* the categories of response are 
tt3Sw»*t* and Carnot fay®* Of the §50 s ta t» « ts # 366 are scored
fop the present scales of tho inrontory.*5*
* Hereafter refers to the Minnesota Multiptosle fersm ality inventory#
*»9b>
fh© group or booklet form of the MMPI uses the same statements 
printed 'la a book* fto- response Is made oti a maeMas*scored ameer 
sheet W irk ing either the ^frue1* or **falsen column i s  response to 
the pwtim&m abatement* rtOaimot Say** items are le f t  blank an tto 
answer sheet* Studies by to ln er^ ) and C ottle^  of the equivalent 
of the two forma are la  general agreement that the forms &m  t o  Sabar* 
changed with no apppaoishla difference in the obtained results* If  
anything* the took o r  group form may t o  slightly superior sines, there 
are fetor Items placed la  the "Cannot Say1* category by subjects who take 
th e  g ro u p  fto® #
Careful and extensive validation of the items in each scale has 
produced a number of scales with a high degree of validity* * fto nine 
scales of the l-ftPl which were available at the time of testing which 
measured clin ical syndromes were as follows** ^
Ifeo Hypoohondriaois Scale ft*#)*12)
fto Hs scale Is a measure of amount of abnormal concern about 
bodily functions * Persons with high tfs scores are unduly worried over 
their health* they frequently complain of pains and disorders which are 
difficu lt to identify and for which no clear organ!# basis can to found* 
It is  characteristic ■ of the hypochondriac that to is  itmaattro In his 
approach to adult problems, tending to fa il to respond with adequate 
in s ig h t *
%poctondriacal complaints-differ from tystarical complaints of 
bodily mlfwmtian in that tto hypochondriac is  often more vague in 
describing his complaints and in that to does not stow such clear ■
* Few additional scales furnish a check m  the validity of the measures
obtained*
-1 0 -
evidence of having got out of an unacceptable situation by virtue of 
Ms spsptoma as does the hysteric* fto hjptotoMriae u p  frequently 
has a long btototy of exaggeration of physical complaints and of seeking 
QtysaQ0$b(gr*
W ith  p s y c h o to g lc a l tre a tm e n t a h ig h  e e o to  may o f te n  he t o p p e d ,  
hot- the basic furem&Uy is  imXltoLy to change radically* Oomm. 
organic sickness does not raise a person's score appreciably, for the 
scale detects a difference between the organically slok person and the 
.^p ooho nd riac*.
iHirt
th e  im p re s s io n  S ca le  { D } ^
fto  B scale measures the depth of the clin ically recognised sp&ptom 
or symptom co o ler , depression* the depression may he the chief die* 
ability of the subject or i t  may &ttMpftxqr» w  to the result of,- other 
psreonallty probleme*. 4 high $ score indicates poor morale of tbs 
emotional type with a feeling of uselessness said inability to assume 
a mmml optimism with regard to the future* Often such persons Insist 
that their attitude is  the only realistic mm§ since death Is inevitable 
and time posses* ihe^ gjh this may to true, tto averse person Is ** possibly 
erroneously •  sot so- deeply concerned with the grim realities of His* A 
high score- further suggests a ehsraotoriatio personality background In 
that the person who reacts to stress with to cftmssterlssS by
took of self#conftoeii»e|.. totoanoy to umy* i m m s  of Intorttto# and 
introversion*, th is 0oel% together with the is  and %  scales, s i l l  Identify 
the greater proportion of those giemus not under medical care who are 
commonly called .neurotic, as well as. individuals so abnormal as to need 
psychiatric attention#
the %storto Scale (By)
the fljf scale measures toe degree to which the subject to like 
petlento wto have developed eoaversion-type \fcysterto symptoms* Such 
symptoms may to general systomie e^ ta to to  ear more specific m platota  
such as piralyees,. ec&feeetaiteg, gastric or iatostlm l complatnto* «$ 
cardiac -sp^tow* in je c ts  with Mgb % scores are else especially liable ‘ 
to episodic attacks of weakness# fainting, or even epllaptiforci convulsions* 
fto hystertoal cases- are more tom iwe psychologically than any other- 
g m *P *  Although their syatptoms can often t o  %iraauXouslyR alleviated 
by scae 'Conversion of faith or by appropriate toarapy# there to always 
tto likelihood itmb toe problem w ill reappear If too stress continues or 
recurs*
a#*#®*
fto  Psychopathic Deviate Scale
The Fd seels mmtm& to© similarity of tto subject to a group of 
persons toese main difficulty lie s  in ttoir absence of deep emotional 
response, their toaMMty to profit from experience and their disregard 
©f social w as*. Although ©oaetimes dangerous to toemaelves or others, 
toes® persons mm emmwly likeable and totoXMgemi* Except by toe m» 
of an objective Instrument of this sort, their trend toward the abnormal 
t o  frequently not detected until they mm in e e r ie *®  trouble* They may 
often go- on behaving tike .perfectly normal people- fo r several years to* 
tween one outbreak and another* their most frequent digressions flam the 
social mmm are lying# stealing# alcohol -and drug addiction, end sexual 
teorality* They may have short, periods of tom psychopathic excitement 
or depression following the discovery of a series- of their asocial or 
-aaMstotol deeds* they differ from smm crislnal. types In toa-ir inability
to profit from experience and in that they seem to consait asocial acts 
with Xlttlo thought of possible gain to themselves or of avoiding 
d is c o v e ry *
aafc.ifc.Mii it'WWWwPli
The Interest Scale
This scale measures the tendency toward maecmllc&ty or fcE&n&iity 
of Interest pattern! separata Beales era prodded for the two sexes# la  
either ease a high score indicates a deviation of the basic interest, 
pattern in the direction of the opposite sex. Every item finally'chosen 
for this scale indicated a trend in the direction of femininity on the 
part of &ale sexual inverts# Kales with vary h i#  IST scores have 
ffeqmntly been found to be either overt or repressed sexual inverts# 
Hoover , homosexual abnormality isuat sot assume^  on the basis of a 
high score without confirmatory evidence * temg females h i#  scores 
cannot yet be safely osausied to have similar clin ical significance, and 
the interpretation must be limited to msaswremmi of the general tra it.
©{>****
The Paranoia Scale (Pa)^)
The Pa scale was derived by contrasting normal, persons with a 
group of clin ic patients who were eharaeteriaed by m&piolottgnees* ever** 
sensitivity# and delusions of persecution* with or without expansive 
egotism. However* there or© a very few paranoid persons who have 
successfully avoided betraying themselves In the items of this scale# 
Persons with an excess amount of paranoid suspiciousness are common 
and in many situations are not especially handicapped# It is  d ifficu lt.
and dangerous to Institutionalise or otherwise protect society fro© the
1
borderline paranoiac because he appears so nomal when he is  on guard
*►13*
and he % so <piok to becom litigious or otherwise to talc© action 
vengefUlly against anyone who a tte s ts  to control him*
###**#
fb© Psyohasthenla Scale
flie-. f t  seal© measures the similarity of the' subject to psychiatric 
patient© tfeo are troubled by phobias or compulsive behavior* The 
expulsive behavior my be either so lic it*  a© espressed 'by ejioessiv© 
hand washing, vacillation, or other Imffectual activity, or implicit* 
m  in the inability to ©scape useless thinking m  obsessive Moat* The 
ihefeJas include a ll %pes of' unreasonable fear of thing© or- situation!* 
m  m il m  ovarreactlon to m m  reasonable stimuli* t&gny persons shoe 
phobias or ecasp&slve behavior ^theut beiag greatly incapacitated* Such 
minor phobia© m  fear of: snakes or spiders and such compulsions as being 
forced to count objects seen in arrays or always to return and check a 
looked door are rarely disabling* Frequently a psychasthenic tendency 
may bo manifested in- a mild depression* lack of confidence* ■ «r inability 
to concentrate*
^ni Sit X
the Sehlsophreiia Scale 0
fhs Sc scale sfe*$mt» the similarity of the shbjeot, s responses to 
those patients who are characterised- by btesrr© and unusual t h e f t s  and 
behavior* there is  a splitting; o f the subjective Ilf© of th© scMseptemie 
porsonvfrom reality so that the observer cannot follow rationally the 
sh ifts In mod or behavior*
the Sp seal© distinguishes -about 60 per cent of observed -cases 
diagnosed -m schizophrenia-* I t  docs not identify ease paranoid types of 
soMsopbrenia* which* Irnmmw* usually '©core- high oh Fa* and. certain other 
case© which are oharseterlgad by relatively- pm& soMsoid behavior* It Is
- U -
probable that ®m m  tm  additional scales w ill b© necessary to Identify 
tbs latter eases* but this is  not surprising i n  t o  light of t o  f r e ­
quently eafpreseed psychiatric opinion that schizophrenia is  not a 
clinical entity bat a group of ratter teieregsmoas cor d ittos*  Host 
profiles with a high So score w ill show several otter M #  points* and 
further clin ical sorting w ill need to te carried out by subjective study 
of tte'teaa*
#»*«*«
f  te %p«cmla Scale (Ha)
' t o  Ha scale measures the personality factor characteristic of 
persons with marked o?perproductivity of fought and action# The word 
hypowil& refers to n lesser state-of mania* although the real manic 
patient is  t o  lay person's prototype for t o  "insane** t o  lyptmanic 
person seems just slightly off normal# Some of t o  scale items are mere 
accentuations of normal, responses# ■ k principal difficulty In t o  
development of t o  scale was t o  d ifferen tia te  of clin ically hypomanic 
patients from normal persona who mm merely ambitious* vigorous* md 
fu ll of plans*
t o  bypmmte patient has usually gotten Into trouble because of 
undertaMng t o  w y  things* is  Is active and enthusiastic* Cmtory 
to ccssmon esipectetlons te may also be s w i a t  depressed at times# ills 
activities may Interfere with otter people through Ms attempts to reform 
social, practice*' Ms ■enthtstotic stirring up of projects In which te  
to n  may lose interest* cr-Ms disregard of social conventions* In t o  
latter m m m tim  he may get into trouble with to ' 1an* 4 fair percentage 
of patients diagnosed as piyctepatMe personality (set- Pd) are better 
called typosanio*
k high s e w  os a scale has been found to predict positively tbs 
eoiresptmdlag final clinical diagnosis or estimate is  sore to n  60 per 
cost of new psychiatric adtesioas* This percentage is  derivet from 
differentiation among clin ic eases* which is  considerably more d ifficu lt 
than differentiation of abnormal from normal groups* Even in cases In 
which © Mgh.score Is not followed by a corresponting diagnosis* .the 
pressure of the trait to an t e m n l  degree in the systematic picture 
M il nearly always be aobed^;.*
th e  Johnson to g m m s itt fe  UnsaysIn 
4 person'1 s taapexwaftt consists of t e  more fundamental character*
.istic behavior tendencies* i t  la true that behavior tendencies are 
somewhat determined by intelligence* knowledge* and t o  widely Imposed 
folkways of t o  group* However*, there are tendencies which are deeper 
and not as easily eKplaisiate* Thus*'we say of a person t o t  he Is 
active* cordial* or sympathetic* ‘Such traits are found In varying degrees 
in d l  social groups and a ll levels of intelligence*
The word tttraltn is  used here to indicate a constellation of 
behavior patterns end behavior tendencies sufficiently coherent to be 
amastxrmd and. effectively used* Such traits -mm be combined into larger 
cnees- m  sp lit into finer distinctions* t o  choice from many t o t  might 
have been used has te n  dictated largely by t o  relative need for’ tom  
in t o  wartasa eifiicatloi»  of teMiigW J*
t o  nine traits t o t  ere: distinguished by t o  JW  are defined m 
fo l lo w s *
■$
4 person M^i on this scale operates under considerate nervous 
tension* is  high strung* and sometimes may show nervous mannerisms*
« Streafber refers to t o  fotimm fmp&rmmnt analysis*
*»16»
testlesaness# fidgeting* tenseness, alm$&.mammf tendency to worry, 
end faulty muscular control are typical symptom* With nervousness high, 
any of the other traits are mraeued, so that iapwement in this trait 
e f t e  improves. several of them#'
Depressive ** aey-tearted
t o  pm m m  who oeerss high on this s a te  la given to swings of mood* 
it. easily dtoowraged, may do comidarable brooding* ' This trait correlates 
positively with mmwmmm and improveraont of either usually helps t o  
otter * to n  present to a  high degree i t  damages aewrely t o  wellbeing 
of t o  individual and lowers hie effectiveness socially and in marly a ll 
•m entions* f t  may change la  waves-* altsmoting with a lesser degree* 
or less frequently with t o  active trait to be discussed necst. This con­
dition is  celled cycloid.
» *  1AW  J i M J * ,
iPS WpT?
&etive-&&eb
Active is  t o  trait t o t  is  stem  in t o  dynamic, liv ely , hustling, 
life-o f-to -p arty , "peppy" persona well known to a ll. t o  parsxMh who 
scores high on this scale is  one who undertakes new activities readily 
and. with enthusiasm. This, however* .is, no guarantee t o t  he necessarily 
carries to®  through to a successful conclusion* to r e  Is Mac in t o  
high scores- so- strong a drive as to make temper manifestation a danger.
#-#£#©#
Cardial-Cold
Cordial is  oppressive wsru^teartedncso* It has usually been included 
w ith  -a c tiv e  under t o  name m a te ,  h u t  i s  here  s e p a ra te ly  m easured, becom e 
a score in each is  needed in  t o  test counseling, t o  person t o  seems
high on .this scale is  one who ®m%& people readily, with enthusiasm, and 
.is expressively warmhearted* t o  person t o  scores low on this seal# 
approaches others with reserve, md is  cold in ■social situations ra ter  
than m m $ especially on fir s t contact#
Spipottetio -  "H^d-hoilea"
t o  person who scores high on t o n  trait is  quick to sympathise 
with other people and to respond to their.- problems .and feelings* to n  
t o  standing Is very high to r e  is  some danger that t o  person may be . 
made ,& "sucker** or "easy mark". The person who stands -low .is inclined 
to bo Insensitive toward t o  feelings and problems of o te r  people, and is  
Inclined to be hard.
Subjective-Objective
Subjective is  t o  tra it of being highly- self-centered* I t m y  go 
so far t o t  t o  individual interprets many things m  related to h to e lf ,  
although to r e  ©ay be -no real relationship* Extremes of aubJecUveneee 
should be considered to be indicative of psychotic conditions* The person 
who stands h i#  on t o  scale is  a self-centered or selfish  'person who 
thinks of himself fir st and gives l it t le  regard to t o  welfare of other 
people* The person who stands low Is mm who operate logically In 
situations, and.does m t  have his Ju igw t clouded by prejudice and 
ideas of Ms own self^Japertanee *
******
&ggreaslve*$ubteaive
ftggressive &a the -trait which causes people to be .pushful, 
ruthless,, ambitious, conceited, persistent, ©ad determined* f t  is
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notably higher in m n  than 'in trasses* aggressive, b lether with' the 
traits critical and subjective, make the paranoid combination*- The 
individual who scores h i#  m  this seal© Is a .pushing Individual who 
enjoys dominating other people, and pushes in order to get ahead o f the® 
or to "get t o  best of tom* the individual t o  s ta te  low, on t o  other 
hand* does ■not- frosh-himself readily, end who MU hold back and assume
t o  follower role rather to n  the leader role*
-■
0ritical-4ppreeie tlve
H i# scores in this trait are characteristic of those Individuals 
t o  are earpingly critica l of others, and take -issue readily with ideas 
presented t® thorn, .t o  critical person Is disagreeable, often egotistical, 
and usually disliked by others. He appears to criticize merely for t o  
sake of criticising* th is frequently appears to be for t o  purpose of 
bolstering hie own ego# Such persons are usually -emotionally iismalnre* 
t o  person who stands low on this scale, In contrast to t o  above, Is 
one who tends to look for t o  tetter qualities In others and to point 
them up* He -Is appreciative of t o  good .qualities of other people*
* * * * * *
S e lf-m a s te ry  -
Solf-mastsry is  the tendency to make plana, and carry tom throw# 
relatively undetected % Impulse and caprice*. It is  nearly t o  opposite 
of impulsive end capricious* Xt involves a opacity to inhibit, but also 
involves an ability to decide to n  and how much to inhibit and act 
accordingly* t o  individual who stands high on. tide scale is-an individual 
of considerable maturity, who has good control of himself, and Who is  not 
easily rattled* However, t o  person tone standing is  extremely h i#  may
be m  individual, who is  overly restrained in Mt behavior, and t o  shows 
mmldwtMm restraint in seating other to te # - tew ataMlng toM  indicate 
lack of emotional maturity, lack, of self-control, and a tendency to operate 
on caprice and tep tee rather than by logical means.*
a * * * * #
fn estabMsMog the rnmmtim tables for this t o t ,  Johnson Contested 
groups composed of prararlbal clients at the- American Institute of family 
Eolations with groups of marital msladjuatont clients at the Institute*
■ftole- was done because t o  praasarital groups were rtetlwaly. adjusted, 
while t o  m tedjustont groups were heavily weighted with persons tdth 
personality faults ranging up to- t o  psychotic.*
t o  use of t o  J H  at t o  family Halations Institute has confirmed 
and supported t o  original tra it findings, and cmmrisom  with t o  MMPl 
have given additional conflfmation*
* thin issterial Is taken from cofrasptoomce between Dr* Boswell I*
Johnson and the author of this study#
* JrrOOOuw®
The data for this study ma taten tmm mm 'film  In the Bureau 
'of Mult Testing and Counseling aththe University of Omaha* I t  la" 
regular practice to administer a battery of at least five personallty 
teats to aXX clients at the Bureau* The battery includes the JTA and 
the &&&.*$ .MBklX m several other personalIty inventories*
The oases used In this study were selected by inspection of - oa.se 
records during the past two pears* as woll as those of cases handled 
during the period of gathering.' the data* Each case ma identified only 
by number* in order to avoid any possibility of identifying a particular 
person with the study* Fifty eases were selected in this manner#
Tiienty^fivo additional cases were selected from among the person# 
referred by the Veterans Administration for testing in connection with 
the Vocational Advisement program conducted ty  them*
Another tw©nty~five cases were token from the records of persona 
referred by various employers who use the services of the Bureau for 
the selection of employees*
The raw scores of those 100 eases were then tabulated and statistica l 
procedures necessary fm  the investigation carried out* These procedures 
wUX be described in the section devoted to results of the aieperlmeat*
8 * fit© Sa&l&s
4s p w t o s if ' to ted  ©a© tandtsd males mm  nasi f& this investigation* 
Fifty of thorn tier© omoelaee of the Stupes** who had eeoa for various forms 
of vocational sad personal counseling* fwmty"*ftve mm  veterans who were 
referred hy the Vocational Mvtsemeiib seetion of the Veteran1© AdtoteCraiioii* 
fveto«flwe were applicants for various hm%mm t o  industrial im itioas 
who were referred for bating W prospective employers*
fh© criterion for selection for iM&lmlm in this tody was that a t 
least ose tra it of the fW f show m f  sees* tov© 70* this was to e  in  
order to tore a pm® that would deviate fmm the norm snff io ion i 2y  to 
aid emphasis to the extremes* It was also fe lt  that this would serve 
to whatever correlations might © tot htosen the t o  to ts#
the. sample ties exclusively male t o  ranges in age tom I f  to 54 
years# Males were chosen because the df& has separate norms tm  males 
t o  females* t o  t o  IM?I also t o  one scale with separate norms .for t o  
t o  &mm* I t m& fe lt  t o t  t o  eXimtotio** of am  differences would 
simplify t o  problem somewhat*
'm m m  ahd m am m a*
4* Oeajparisoii o f  Croups
An Inspection of Ta&L© X, which is  a comparison of t o  group' used 
by Jokmm in  establishing t o  norms' for t o  with to- group used 
in  th is ©xperimut, indicates t o t  there is  an essen tia l sim ilarity  
between t o  two groups* There are two sign ificant points of difference* 
On t o  0" or Active t r a i t ,  t o  e:*pcrimntsl group would appear to be 
mere active to n  t o  original group# On t o  V or Subjective tr a it , t o  
ekperimental group indicates a considerably higher degree o f subjectivity  
to n  does t o  original grot^* O to r to n  th is , t o  resu lts of th is 
comparison wouM appear to indicate t o t  to  experimnt&X group, la  
terms of adjuatont or maladjustment, closely  approached t o  original 
standardising group* On t o  t o t s  of th is comparison, i t  would not 
appear mmmomW® to assume t o t  where a significant degree of 
correlation appears between tra its of t o  two tests  used, those tra its  
.are measuring sim ilar personality characteristics ♦
Tables XI, XIX, and. Bf show t o  range of scores In t o  three 
oub*groups t o t  constituted t o  expertontal group* Table V shows t o  
range of scores for t o  entire expertoutal group* A comparison of 
these tables and -of Charts ■ I , II, i l l ,  and IV is  an indication of t o  
relative homogeneity of t o  experimental group*
The comparison of -to  t o  groups in Table t  was made by mans of 
t o  following s ta tis tic a l fonw la*^®
74862
_  M i i / T - ^^   ■. . ■" (im*---- 7= = =
7 (Tn t % + (j r N ~  /
15 is  t o  man of t o  group
a la to  standard error of to  moan
0 Is t o  n w 3 m r  o f  eases in  t o  groip 
s Is t o  standard deviation o f t o  group
dw Is t o  standard error of t o  man
*24''*
fofete I
of it s  original group uaed in siandardlssing 
1&e Johnson faaf&raas&i analysis with its group ts©<t 
In this experiment*
Original arcup Experimental Groiqi
tra it ftaa 0 0 «
A ma*r 9*6 71,41 9.6 i^ ,«4
i 6t*72 10,2 69,«a 31.17 467
0 71*93 7*1 75,56 8.25 2,045*
P 89,59 J346 90,65 13,59 •581
E 86.16 5,35 ... 66,86 6.12 .e$ i
F *71 OOf*«?7 8,46 76,26 9.64 3,310**
§ 75,49 6.07 76,95 6*63 1.60
1 70*65 tt.7 9 73.48 12.79 1.96
I 90.35 9,35 89*03 13*74 1.09
•  Significant at its  *05 IstSi of confidence
** Significant at th* *01 M l  of confidence
tm ®  I f
Item m& m%mm& of &mm& mde bgr 25 male 
applicants m  tfm $®$mm fmp&TmBnt inaXsrsle
trait ifigl* Urn ««*
4 13 m m
3 m 55 62
0 90 68 75
3 IU ■66 m
1 % 88 88
r 12 62 IS
® m m W
i m 56 66
i m 77 97
?able X$&
Ham* ax4 tt&nma of above grot# on, the Minnesota 
Peraomlitsr
w it M # Low tten
3® 17 9 12
D 22 m I f
% 23 f I f
M 30 i t 22
I f 38 18 .24
Pa m 3 10
Pt m m 21
So m m m
Hk 33 13 an4f«&
<*26*
Ta&L© 111
WB®m md m$mmm #f &mm$ W i f  m um m  m  
tfee Holisoli SnalfBls
ffeait m il fjRlfikWH f%an
4 101 9» m
B » Sf 67
0 m m m
0 m m n
S 100 n m
? 96 & n
§ 96 66 m
H 000 56 69
I 107 «fc m
fafele I lia
J&aaa ana MftraiBMi of atom gro  ^on tfee l^ iimasote 
M,ttpfcaaS,e Personality Inventory
titttt m il Low Hm
a» 09 6 13
§ 09 14. iO
w 30 H m
m 10 I f a
m 30 17 45
fa 16 f i
ft 14 a if'
00 m 17 4&■«1p
H* 30 m a
#37*
Table If
mwm and gxtgoaag of aeorea made by 90 m l* eeains&lee# 
on the Jolwen T^paraaieiiit AnalyBis '
M l m#* Wmm
4 102 'm m
B 100 55 %
C 90 61 *rm*?
i i n 56 m
i 96 » 65
jp 100 01 79
0 m 05 77
H m 50 m
I mo 56 at
fame If a
Wmm and. mstomm o f above ggoiug* on the Itoieaota 
MuXUphaele ftosonaXlty Inventory
trait %m man
ffe 29 6 14
D 34 10 21
% 34 12 21
w 36 10 21
nr 30 10 26
in 2§ 4 10
m 49 13 30
6o 45. 14 29
in .32 ■XL 21
fable f
I a n i  extreme of by eraspoaite group of
10CJ ©ale e m l e c t  «a tte Johnson
tra it High Low Mean
4. 102' 57 71
» 100epwf 55 69
0 % 59 76
0 t>,»: 56 m
B 300 98 87
F 300 63 76
a 96 65 77
i 10? 54 73
i ta 58 89
table Va
mans and extrema of above group on the Minnesota 
Bft&tiph&afo Personalia Inventory
a it Blgt Low Mean
Hs 29 5 13
0 34 30 20
sy 34 9 a
M 38 16 24
■aejfcHSl 36 30 25
I* 20 3 9
w 45 33 28
So 55 14 28
Mb 33 11 21
«*29fe
B* Correlations
fto tootmiqm  toed to computing toe o o m li l lw  BctuMi toe 
different scales ®  the Pearson product moment corrolGtion coefficient* 
fMa to <te«a*4 t5r{15)
^ _ >5 % <-i
l\l Sjt s y
la which .* ami y  represent deviation saMoraa from tto'respective means 
of the two vsrtoblet* the $ indicates the 00% the 0*0 to the denominator 
mm %ho standard deviations of the two dtotritotiens, and S to the number 
of individuals mmwrn&m the numerator tern Ssy, implies that the product' 
of each individual*0 11 and y to detomtoed, and that a ll such products art 
# « # d  algebraically*
In to# actual totormtoollen of rt ■& scatter diagram was first 
prepared for each pair of variables to which the valnea of mm mmm  
for to# tra it of the H4FX under investigation wars told oat along the 
1 a&to to appropriate intervals, and the values for to# toteson tra it on 
the f  aasto# ffee actual formula used was as follow#!
f  - U Z j i y J y  ~  U  X i y
VA/^/- ( j^ r  - I N l i y H Z ^ T
to this formula % to deftos# as an individual1# sour# deviation, in  
atop intervals, from as arbitrary origin on toe X scale* and d^  to 
defined stoilarly for the I  seals# S to- the number of cases# 
indicates amnsttoi#..
to the m m  of the &84PX raw scores, to# SC factor^ * ^  was included 
to the score for tbs scale wherever :lt was required by tbs standard method 
of eoorlng^+
#.30 -  ■■
fuming mm to fable f t  which gives toe correlation among to# 
various traits of the too iiwmxtorlee, wo find that 1'Mm are indications 
of slaH aritf in a number of placet*
?e&ing fir st an view of tola toM#i i t  wemid appear that ‘
too 3fA Is able to indicate those persons wise are psychotically inclined 
to a greater degree tom i t  nan indicate ton neurotically Inclined person# 
4t ton start of tola investigation, there m m  several assumptions 
md» m  toe basis of descriptions of toe traits in  the toot manuals 
which le i  th is investigator to expect to find the iblleving correlations* 
I t  was e^peotoi that toexe would he a significant correlation: between.' 
ton too scales which measure depression* the paranoid syndrome toaorltod 
Iff lofcnscn^3^  indicated that toe to m  scales, F# G, and 8, should show 
felAbifteXy high correlation with toe fa scale# other ejected  e$m te»  
M m  ware? Active CO) with Ha to a fairly high degm$ So and Sub** 
Jeotive (F)$ M negatively with I (Self*metogy)£ Ha with W®%wm C&)f 
By aito  bo to fevoce (A) and Bepressed (1)| negative correlations a m  
expected between Sc and Cordial 0 )  and Sympathetic (B)§ I t ms also 
expected that Fd woold correlate positively with' aggressive' (Q) and 
negatively with £k&$m#toiy <!>«
S«nue of these axpeetotooaa were betas out, but others were definitely 
reftitoi*
Or the three scales that were expected to correlate with toe fm 
scale, only one was M  to' show any algniflcnrst degree «f correlation, 
the Critical, scale showed m correlation of «S$ positive* this is  not 
high enough to be m i l M  eigM ficant, although i t  support toe 
original to some togr©#* ttesi»eto* correlations with toe
* from personal co.?respontonce between lb?* M m m  mM toe anther#
fb stole m m  found with tto Jfervous and Depressive scales* ftos# 
were *23 and *31 respectively* Again, these cannot be considered 
highly significant* although the latter- one does exceed the..*01 level 
of mmiMmm by a mmMer&bX® degree* For the, purpose of individual 
p^dfotioa, however, these correlations are too' low to allow any 
p r e c ise . .p r a i io t im  t o  be made*
®tofc we consider the expected correlation between toe Active scale 
and the- H*. scale, we find that toe expectations were fblly borne out* 
the correlation litre, *19, was the highest found among any of the ecatoe* 
In tola case,, there ia gone Justification for saying that tto Active 
scale does top at least a major part of .toe symptom syndrome of fcypsmnia* 
f  to two session which pirportodiy seaem  depression, topreasive and 
D, m m  found to to positively correlated, but to a much lower degree 
than tod been expected* I t would appear, In tide ease, that they lm etm  
telatodf but not Identical, symptom Comdexes*
talcing the MMPI scales in the order In which they appals? on tto  
profile sheet, to# to scale was found to have positive correlations 
which mm  significant at toe $S level of' confidence with only tto  
Depressive stole of to# If4* Ha# .0 stole of tto $t#I showed significant 
correlation in toe positive direction with the Hervous* Depressive,
Snbjeetovs, tod Critical scale# of tto JfA* negative correlstitos 
appeared with tto Active and Cordial scales* Depression* at- tseaiured 
Ig* tto Mm, appears to fora a part of several of toe dfA oeelea* 
fto  Hy scale showed no significant toUMlatitos, although two 
were just below tto.' significant level*
fto  td stole gave too significant correlations, both negative, 
with tto  Sympathetic, and. the Self*#tobery ■scales* torhaps psyotopatMe
deviates &m neither cordial mar sympathetic* t o  expected ‘positive
1
correlation with Aggremive turned out to Ins a' low negative* ‘
t o  Hf interest scale appears to be positively correlated with 
ii& btol# and negatively elated' fm'$e&ff«M9t9*yr to a alpilfioaat. 
dagee** fhia scale t o  not .expected to to®  t o  significant carrels- 
i t ®m since i t  is  designed to iasvostigto only interest patterns In 
w^MMm to t o  ocflg *£ t o  person tukim  t o  to t*
t o  Ba seal©' has already been discussed* t o  next t o  seal©© 
mgr* t o  ©is©©' t o t  showed t o  greatest mmtm& of relationships of t o  
entire group* *** Bt seal© gave very strong positive correlations with 
Mmm&p Depressed,, Subjective# end Critical* and equally significant 
nagative corrolatlona with lo t to  t o  Sympathetic* On t o  face of It#  
this would appear to give tie a neat parcel of traits which could toe 
classified under t o  tom psyototonia* However# to n  we look at t o  
Sc scale# we find, t o t  t o  'acme correlations appear# hat s l i# t ly  less 
in degree# with t o  addition of a strong negative relationship with 
S e lf-r o to y * "’ t o  question .now crises# does to© particular constella^ 
tion of traits constitute pnpatottota. or stosaphmnia? Unfortunately# 
I lls  investigation did not furnish any data which would enable us to 
answer this question# 411 t o t  can he deduced from this series of , 
relationships la t o t  t o  Mh can ha of use in mearthlng psychotic 
syndromes*:
t o  Us' scale further confuses- t o  matter by giving ua etong  
positive correlations with t o  Ifervow©# Depressed* active# aggressive 
and Critical scales# and a a ip if  leant negative correlation with- t o  
Hympethetle scale# However# there mm oneugh differences here t o t  we 
are not in danger of confusing this group with t o  two preceding .groups* ■
- 33-
aottially*. Share are sufficient significant correlations present to 
arrant the eeneloeioo that the JT& has a fairly  largo fieM  of us®fnlmm 
in the Investigation o f personality disorders *
fvm  a study of the ew eiatitm  coefficients obtained in this 
eKperi&asnV the following conclusions appear to bm& at least a minimal 
degree of Justification*
Ifypoohoadrlaeis and Hysteria m  define by the fHPf, do not appear 
to he differentiated by the j$&*
feyobaathanla and Schisophrenic appear to be the syndromes most 
closely approached by the traits of lbs <?f&*
fhe Hypomaic w ill probably show high scores on scales & and B, 
very high on eeaXe 09 tm  in scale £f high again on 0 and Hf and may or 
may not show a loo scene on scale i«*
lii gcnerals the correlations arc higher between the so-called 
psychotic scales of the tBaPX and the JTA than they are between the 
necrotic scales of the MMPX and the 3f&*
tiiilo the does* of itself*  aid greatly in the discovery of 
nsnrotio trends in individuals# when need as a snpple^nt to the l-MPI* 
it s  greatest ueeftOne&e is in lending conflrsastion and support to the 
indications given by, the oo^ealled psychotic scales rather than those 
of the tteuretlc scales*.
* For id en tifica tio n  of the sc a le s , refer to sample JT& p ro file  in  
appendix*
fable f l
batm m  the Jotatcn f€0 j^ rsm©nt Analgia and tlm 
Mlaaeseta Mtbiphsaeic Personality Inventory as found ©song 100 
ft&le esnnselees*
Himaosota Ht&tlgii&ele Personalia Inventory
feiBjjersiKjntAnalysis Hs i Hjr M MF fa. Ft 8e Mft
4tiervons *15 .25 —•08 *03 *12 •22
**♦49 *4§ •at
BSejJreesed » il •a i •03 M *05
J}*♦31 ♦05 .e T *#♦30
0Active -*0t - 3f* *11 —*01 .XL —*00 —,20 •6f
iCordial —*§4 •08 —4 *08 **♦15 - 3f
*»-•35 —.01
BSysgpatbstie o a ,09 •18
«*19 .13 -.05 _##
FSubjective -.10 ,28 **♦18 *19 .09 ♦15 ,38* .s T *16
§Agpssaaivi .08 -.15 *12 -.83 *15 .10 —.08 .009 •aP
1ftrl&taA •00* • i f —♦10 *■#30 S*♦«# #4 ♦W
& ##.44
1i*M-i&astetF -♦04 -*14 .13
#**♦24 *—.21 -.12 - j r —1?
* Indicates that thin r is  significant at the *05 level of 
confidence*
*# Mieafcag that this * is  significant at the *01 level o f 
confidence*
s m m m
Qm hundred eases mm  selected from the case file s  of the Bureau 
of Adult testing and gounsellng Bhivereliy of Omaha* using the
reqai3PonBntt of a T soar© of 70 cr above on at least on© seal© of the 
W$%* These distributed m  follow©! $$ industrial applicants
25 veteran counsel©©©* and. 58 vo$attoM& eounselees*
Corrolatione between mu on the various traits of. the dfA
and mu scores on the trait© of the l l f l  were determined using the 
Pearson product moment correlation coefficient*
Sufficient significant correlations wer© found to lead to the 
conclusion that the $tk traits mm rather closely related.-to the last 
three scales of the ! l f l # These scales are described m  being primarily 
concerned with the ©haraeteristlcff of psychoses rather than with neuroses 
These relationship© would appear to lustily' the us© of the 2fk in * 
oupp legating the IffFf where the presence of psychoses %b suspected*
a m m sv m B  fo r  w m vm  research
k sis&lar investigation using diagnosed groups of psychotic 
patients shouM show sruoh stronger reletionaMps* I f groups of 180 
or mve diagnosed acM^phroniea* hypsmanicSi and psychastteiios eot*34 
be mod* the moults might give sosewhst mom clearly defined indications# 
Multiple corrotatlons.* using several scales of the <ff& with one or 
mom ihm&os of the !f#I could possibly unearth noire significant relation- 
ships.
An Jtocstigation. ©f mlatioashtpe between patterns characteristic 
of certain syndromes could be of considerable use in establishing 
diagnostic profile patterns*
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